
USE CASE FOR MSPs

Protecting Data Anywhere
All The Time

Many MSPs focus their security efforts on endpoints
with vulnerability assessments, patch management,
antivirus, and endpoint detection and response (EDR).
While these controls are valuable, they treat the
symptoms of security rather than focus on the target of
attackers - your data.

With the adoption of cloud solutions and a variety of
internal and external malicious actors, it is hard to keep
your clients secure. Privacy regulations such as GDPR,
HIPAA, and PCI-DSS only increase the challenge, adding
additional requirements to meet and evidence to
provide. Existing data solutions often focus on
traditional on-premises only organizations, being
unable to adequately scale and manage cloud and local
data stores simultaneously. 

MSP & MSSP customers do not have the proper tools
and infrastructure to adequately protect their own
sensitive data. Protecting customers not only helps
them meet their regulatory and compliance mandates
for security, but also protects the MSP from exposure to
their customer's liability. 

Sotero is a Cloud Native platform that allows MSPs to
easily integrate customer data stores without any code
changes or installed agents. MSPs can rapidly start
protecting their customer's data infrastructure in a
matter of days rather than weeks or months. 

Meeting Customer Needs

Data Privacy Made Easy

Data first security focuses your defenses on the target of attackers – the data. Sotero protects data no matter where it
resides throughout its entire lifecycle, even in use.
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MSPs leverage Sotero to win new prospects by fulfilling
their needs for data privacy. Compliance and regulatory
mandates such as PCI-DSS, SOX, HIPAA, and GDPR apply
to businesses large and small, with many needing to
meet requirements they don't even know exist. MSPs
can use Sotero to help customers meet these
requirements and avoid costly fines and remediation
programs. 

 
MSPs utilize Sotero to protect customer data no matter
where it resides, on-premises, in the cloud, or in hybrid
environments. With minimal configuration and no
programming, MSPs can rapidly integrate customer
data stores, offering protection in days, rather than
weeks required by other products. 

Comprehensive MSP Data Security
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Why Sotero is Unique

Sotero’s patented technology
gives full protection and
complete control of an
organization’s sensitive data in
use, in motion, and at rest. This
unique approach to data
protection closes the security
gap of data being decrypted
while in use.

Sotero Features

Cloud Deployment makes it easy to adopt, manage,
and scale-up projects rapidly.
Granular Access Setting puts your MSP in control so
you can allow/restrict access and choose selective
encryption for fields, rows, or parts of a data set.
Easy Application Integration with no server-side
software and no coding required to rapidly
integrate with your customer’s infrastructure.
Scalability and High-speed performance minimize
user experience impact, which is common with
encrypted systems.
Meet Compliance Mandates for HIPAA, GDPR, PCI-
DSS, SOX, & more.
Advanced Encrypt AES-256 encryption at rest, in
use, and in motion by default with customizable
options.
In-depth Visibility integrating with existing SIEM or
utilizing a single pane of glass interface for a holistic
view of an organization’s information security.

Sotero Core Offerings

Sotero enables you to use your data fully – search &
query – without ever decrypting. Results can also be
safely accessed within the cloud with no additional
software ever needed.  

Sotero assigns every single transaction a Threat Score
using a range of smart metrics. When a transaction
exceeds the thresholds you set, Sotero will immediately
notify you. 

Sotero instantly quarantines any suspicious access
request. Simply set your security thresholds and
suspicious queries will be stopped before they ever run
in the first place.  

Protect

Detect

Defend

Customize your plan by choosing from various tiers
to get the right-fit solution to meet your needs.
Scale as much as you need to adjust to customer
data stores large and small. 

Purchase in bundles to rotate out licensing based on
active customers. 

Encrypt query data and access it seamlessly 

Identify suspicious access attempts in real-time 

Instantly quarantine suspicious access requests 

We’ve Got You Covered


